FOX, MEM (illus. Kathryn Brown) Tough Boris Puffin 202/42 Linnet Hunter
FRASER, MORAG (ed) Seams of Light Allen & Unwin 199/24 Cassandra Pybus
FRASER, CORILLE Come to Dazzle Currency Press and the National Library of Australia 206/14 Jack Hibberd
FROW, JOHN Time and Commodity Culture OUP 199/15 McKenzie Wark
GAMBOTTO, ANTONELLA An Instinct for the Kill HarperCollins 198/31
Arlie Lawson
GARDEN, DON Theodore Fink MUP 207/16 Michael Roe
* GARNER, HELEN Monkey Grip McPhee Gribble 200/43 Veronica Schwartz
* GARNER, HELEN My Hard Heart Viking 203/19 Don Anderson
GASCOIGNE, JOHN Science in the Service of Empire CUP 203/9 Michael Cathcart
GELDER, KEN & JANE M. JACOBS Uncanny Australia MUP 203/15 Barry Hill
GEMMELL, NIKI Clever Vintage 206/29 Tess Brady
GEOK, ANG CHIN Wind and Water Minerva 198/60 Ben Zipper
GIBIAN, JANE The Body’s Navigation Five Islands Press 205/35 Michael Sharkey
GLEESON, LIBBY Refuge Viking 198/56 Tess Brady
GLEITZMAN, MORRIS Bumface Puffin 206/44 Ruth Starke
GOLDBLUM, SANDRA The Book of Rachel Allen & Unwin 204/45 Kristin Hammett
GOLDSMITH, ANDREA Under The Knife Allen & Unwin 202/19 Katharine England
GOLDSWORTHY, PETER Novel Gazing Penguin 199/25 Andrew Riemer
GOODMAN, ALISON Singing the Dogstar Blues HarperCollins 205/40
Bruce Gillespie
GOULD, ALAN The Tazyrik Year Sceptre 201/32 David Matthews
GRANT, JAMIE Relativity and Other Poems Duffy & Snellgrove 207/37 Peter Steele
GREENLAND, HALL Red Hot Wellington Lane Press 206/10 Richard Hall
GREENWOOD, KERRY Raisins and Almonds Allen & Unwin 198/48 Stuart Coupe

* GREER, GERMAINE Daddy We Hardly Knew You Hamish Hamilton 200/22 Peter Craven
* GRENVILLE, KATE Joan Makes History UQP 200/7 Manning Clark
GRIEVO-TSO, PINA Sticks and Stones Random House 207/44 Stephen Matthews
GRIFFITHS, ANDY Just Annoying Macmillan 206/44 Ruth Starke
GRIFFITHS, TOM & LIBBY ROBIN (eds) Ecology and Empire Keel UP/MUP 199/12 Peter Christoff
GUES, JEFF Living in the Shade of Nothing Solid Five Islands Press 203/38
J.S.Harry
GWYNE, PHILIP Deadly Unma? Penguin 202/41 Robyn Sheahan-Bright
HADDAD, CHRISTELLE Shadia’s Promise Text Publishing 203/23 Ian McFarlane
HAIGH, GIDEON The Summer Game Text Publishing 198/28 Laurie Clancy
HALL, RICHARD Back Armband Days Vintage 203/12 Ross Fitzgerald
* HALL, RODNEY Captivity Captive McPhee Gribble 200/8 Veronica Brady
HALLIGAN, MARION The Golden Dress Viking 201/29 Terri-an Full White
HARRIS, CHRISTINE Fortune Cookies Random House 203/40 Tess Brady
HARRISON, MARTIN The Kangaroo Farm Paper Back 198/53 David McCooye
HARTNETT, SONYA All My Dangerous Friends Viking 204/40 Jenny Pausacker
HASHMI, KERRI (illus. Felicity Marshall) You and Me, Murrawee Viking 206/46 Linnet Hunter
HASKELL, DENNIS The Ghost Names Sing FACP 198/54 Brian Henry
HATHORN, LIBBY Gift Hodder Headline 201/42 Tess Brady
Haupt, Robert Last Boat to Astrakan Random House 207/13 Sasha Soldatow
Herrick, STEVEN Poetry to the Rescue UQP 204/44 Margaret Dunkle
Herrick, Steven A Place Like This UQP 204/44 Margaret Dunkle

HERRMAN, MICHAEL Big Jesus Trash Can FACP 204/22 Chris Feik
* HEWETT, DOROTHY Alice in Wommland Paper Bark Press 200/52 Lyn McCready
HIGGINS, SIMON Doctor Id Random House 202/41 Robyn Sheahan-Bright
HILTON, NETTE (illus. Craig Smith) Tough Lester Omnibus Books 201/43 Linnet Hunter
HINES, SUE Out of the Shadows Mark Macleod Books/Random House 207/46
Tess Brady
HOLLAND, JULIAN Nothing to Remember UQP 207/44 Stephen Matthews
HODGMAN, HELEN Waiting for Matindi Allen & Unwin 206/30 Susan Hawthorne
HOOK, JEFF Jamie and the Jumbo Jet Puffin 199/54 Leigh Williamson
HOOKER, JOHN Beyond the Pale Allen & Unwin 206/33 Liam Davison
HOOTON, JOY (ed) Australian Lives OUP 205/18 David McCooye
HORACEK, JUDY Lost in Space Allen & Unwin 204/45 Andrea Moss
HORDERN, MARSDEN King of the Australian Coast The Miegunyah Press 199/10 Michael Cathcart
* HORNE, DONALD (ed) The Coming Republic Pan Macmillan 200/34 Andrew Riemer
HORNER, DAVID Blamey Allen & Unwin 207/11 Jeffrey Grey
* HOSPITAL, JANETTE TURNER Isobars UQP 200/41 Marion Halligan
HOURIHAN, MARGERY Deconstructing the Hero Routledge 199/52
Peter Nicholls
* HUGHES, ROBERT The Shock of the New BBC 200/36 Memory Holloway
HUGO, DAVID (ed) Sreblow Research Centre Occasional Paper No 1 Sreblow Centre Board 201/15 Barry Hill
HULL, CORAL How Do Detectives Make Losing Penguin 203/36 Thomas Shapcott
HUMPHREY, KIM Shelf Life CUP 206/17 Chris Healy
HUMPHRIES, L.R. Clunies Ross The Miegunyah Press 207/19 Sally Morrison
* HUNT, NANCY & CRAIG SMITH The Whistle Stop Party Collins/Anne Ingram 200/62 Meg Sorensen
* HUNT, NANCY & DEBORAH NIL- AND Families are Fanny Collins/Anne Ingram 200/62 Meg Sorensen